
 

 

Dr. Linda Backman in Jacksonville, Florida 
February 20-24, 2020 

Schedule a Past Life & Between Lives Soul Regression Session 
A wonderful opportunity! Schedule a private Past Life & Between Lives Soul Regression 

session in Jacksonville Feb. 20-24 with Dr. Linda Backman.  
Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 for details. 

Live the Life that is Calling You!  
Saturday, Feb. 22, 2020 ~ 1:30-4:00 PM ~ Book Signing too! 

Hosted by Unity Church of Jacksonville, 634 Lomax Street, $30 
How can we awaken to the higher callings of our souls? How can understanding soul evolution help us 
navigate through times of crisis, change and grief? Psychologist Dr. Linda Backman has not only studied this 
for 40+ years - she has personally lived it!  We plan our lives and relationships ahead of time as souls, and 
yet we also have free choice - how does this work? How do we actually begin to listen to the spiritual 
guidance that is available? Many have heard the terms “karma” and “dharma”, but what does it actually 
mean to balance karma while living with intent? Join Linda for an evening of authentically sharing how you 
can meaningfully connect to your past lives and truly live the life you hear calling. $30 admission fee. Call 
904-355-5100 or email office@unityjax.org if questions. 

Souls on Earth: Exploring Interplanetary Past Lives 
Sunday, Feb. 23, 2020 ~ 1:00-3:00 PM ~ Book Signing too! 

Hosted by The Cosmic Church of Truth, 1637 Hamilton Street, $20 love offering 
What is life on Earth like for those with previous lives on other planets? Are you an Interplanetary (IP) or 
Earth-Based (EB) soul? Could you be an Angelic Realm (AR) soul? In this groundbreaking workshop, Dr. 
Linda Backman will explore the characteristics of all 3 soul types, and go deeper into expanding our 
understanding of Interplanetary souls, based on her new book Souls on Earth: Exploring Interplanetary Past 
Lives. If you’re an IP soul, you will learn how to discover your gifts, life purpose & how to cope with the 
challenges of an Earth incarnation. EB & AR souls will learn how to interact with IP souls and appreciate 
their unique qualities. $20 love gift at door. Call 904-384-7268 or email yesccot@gmail.com if questions. 

Featured on Dr. Oz, Gaia TV & Coast to Coast AM, Dr. Linda Backman is an expert regression therapist and 
licensed psychologist with over 40 years of private practice experience, including 25+ years guiding Soul 
Regressions. Linda is the author of Souls on Earth, The Evolving Soul and Bringing Your Soul to Light.  Visit 
www.ravenheartcenter.com to learn more. Schedule a private soul regression session with Linda Feb. 20-24! 
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